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Solid state electrolyte systems boasting Li+ conductivity of >10 mS cm−1 at room temperature have opened the potential for
developing a solid state battery with power and energy densities that are competitive with conventional liquid electrolyte systems.
The primary focus of this review is twofold. First, differences in Li penetration resistance in solid state systems are discussed, and
kinetic limitations of the solid state interface are highlighted. Second, technological challenges associated with processing such
systems in relevant form factors are elucidated, and architectures needed for cell level devices in the context of product development
are reviewed. Specific research vectors that provide high value to advancing solid state batteries are outlined and discussed.
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Solid state battery systems are of great interest because of po-
tential benefits in gravimetric and volumetric energy density, opera-
ble temperature range, and safety in comparison to traditional liquid
electrolyte based systems. However, unresolved fundamental issues
remain in the quest to fully understand the behavior of all-solid batter-
ies, especially in the area of electrochemical interfaces.1 There are also
a number of significant engineering challenges that require methodical
effort to enable a tangible product. Some transitions from academic
laboratories to entrepreneurial efforts attempting to overcome these
challenges remain unsuccessful in efforts to bring a product to the
market.2,3 Vital parameters that require robust understanding from a
product development standpoint are material cost, cell lifetime and
shelf life, cell energy density on a volumetric and gravimetric ba-
sis, operable capabilities for given temperature conditions, and safety.
The advantage of energy density remains to be realized in solid state
electrolytes (SSEs) since most studies to date utilize thick SSEs or
cathodes with low active loading compared to liquid counterparts.4,5

Furthermore, the desire to use SSEs in conjunction with Li metal
anodes requires understanding and managing the morphology of Li
metal plating, which can impact volumetric energy density. Operation
at both higher and lower temperature compared to conventional tech-
nologies is a significant potential advantage of SSE systems. However,
reports of solid state cells achieving parity with traditional systems at
room temperature or any other temperature do not currently exist. The
safety, specifically decreased flammability, of SSE systems is another
potential advantage but requires ongoing validation and study.6 Unlike
current liquid electrolyte systems,7 the manufacturability and mate-
rial component costs of SSEs have not been well characterized, and
thus the value of these features will need to be weighed accordingly
with any added cost. Operating lifetime of SSEs capturing intrinsic
materials parameters such as voltage stability,8 as well as catastrophic
failure modes such as shorting,9 have been briefly investigated, but
in the absence of high energy density electrode formulations and ap-
plication based testing protocols that are comparable to commercial
liquid electrolyte cells. To enable development and maturation of solid
state battery technology, the value propositions of SSEs must be sub-
stantiated with relevant data in the coming years. Companies with
competencies in ceramic or battery processing and with the resources
to engage in a broad level of materials development and failure anal-
ysis may be well positioned to enable this technology. This work
outlines, reviews, and highlights critical pragmatic research areas that
could provide high value in developing solid state battery systems.
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Several reviews have tackled the topic of solid state battery tech-
nology from various perspectives.10–19 Sun et al. provide a detailed
overview of updates in the field,10 while Manthiram et al. give an
academic overview of technologies that could benefit from solid state
electrolytes.11 The following discussion takes the unique perspective
of identifying critical research areas that need significant develop-
ment, particularly related to material processing in relevant form fac-
tors. For the purposes of this review, two well studied systems, namely
Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) and xLi2S-yP2S5 (LPS) as well as their deriva-
tives, are used to frame the discussion on mechanics, processing,
and full cell integration challenges. A discussion of other candidate
classes such as anti-perovskites, halides, and nitrides is also given.
The overall material development challenges discussed are applica-
ble across these solid electrolyte classes. A comprehensive review of
doping strategies, structural effects, conductivity, and status of LLZO
type lithium ion conductors can be found elsewhere.20 Information
on LPS and other sulfide based electrolyte systems can also be found
in focused subject reviews.21 An overview of fundamentals in ionic
conduction properties in many SSEs has been recently outlined.18 Al-
though a large bulk of the literature in the field of SSEs is focused on
improving conductivity of varying material compositions, it is noted
that high conductivity is a necessary but insufficient property. While
processing parameters can have significant effects on properties such
as conductivity, this discussion is not focused on optimization of a sin-
gle parameter, but instead takes a holistic approach to developments
necessary for a robust product.

Solid Electrolyte Mechanical Considerations

Solid electrolytes are of keen interest in part due to proposed
dendrite or Li penetration resistance that could enable the use of a
Li metal electrode. This section introduces basic material properties
of SSEs and importantly highlights key differences in theory and
understanding of material physics required for failure-resistant SSE
materials compared to other electrolytes.

Dense LLZO type materials prepared by hot pressing techniques
have been mechanically evaluated by ultrasound spectroscopy and
indentation methods,22,23 and are found to exhibit an elastic modulus of
150 GPa and fracture toughness of 0.86 – 1.63 MPa m0.5. High density
LPS type materials prepared by hot pressing techniques evaluated as
a function of xLi2S-yP2S5 compositional ratio show elastic moduli of
18–25 GPa.24 While there are examples of macroscopic deformability
in LPS type materials, they are brittle in nature as exemplified by a
low fracture toughness of 0.23 MPa m0.5.25 Though unstable to Li,
Li1.2Zr1.9Sr0.1(PO4)3 has been reported to show an elastic modulus
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Figure 1. Illustration of Li metal electrodeposition in liquid electrolytes and solid state electrolytes. Red arrows point toward undesired metal growth into the
bulk of the separator and blue arrows show electric field lines. For simplicity, the current collector is omitted and metal is depicted with circular morphology. A
defect mediated failure mechanism of Li penetration in SSEs is emphasized as opposed to classic ‘dendritic’ growth.

of 40 GPa and fracture toughness of 0.37 MPa m0.5.26 For reference,
the elastic and shear modulus of bulk Li metal is 4.9 and 4.2 GPa,
respectively.

There are several methods that have been suggested for suppres-
sion of Li penetration at the Li-solid electrolyte interface. Monroe and
Newman considered a solid polymer electrolyte in contact with a Li
metal electrode. Using linear stability analysis it was shown that ma-
terials with roughly twice the shear modulus of lithium could suppress
dendrites at the Li-solid polymer interface.27 This approach has led
to enormous interest in the development of high shear modulus solid
electrolytes.10,13,14,16,19 Another route suggested is to increase stresses
at the interface beyond the yield strength of lithium so the anode can
plastically deform and planarize.28 It may also be possible to trig-
ger this deformation by applying an external pressure perpendicular
to the cell stack greater than the yield strength of Li. An alternative
analysis shows that electrodeposition leads to a change in the density
of lithium, which can impact hydrostatic stress and affect the critical
shear modulus needed to establish Li stability.29 Two distinct stability
mechanisms to prevent Li penetration may exist: pressure-driven, rel-
evant for solid-polymer electrolytes with larger partial molar volume
of lithium, and density-driven, relevant for SSEs with lower partial
molar volume of lithium. For a pressure-driven stability mechanism,
critical shear modulus needs to be higher than that of lithium, as
supported by the Monroe-Newman model. For a density driven sta-
bility mechanism relevant to SSEs, critical shear modulus may need
to be lower than that of lithium, although this requires experimental
validation.

Pragmatically, the criterion discussed above is conceptually aimed
at the initiation of dendrites from an initial condition where the in-
terface is smooth and flat. This may apply to electrolytes formed in
a manner producing interfaces that are atomically smooth, for ex-

ample vapor-deposited LiPON. However, for typical SSEs, an al-
ternative failure mode is the propagation of pre-existing interfacial
defects, namely Griffith flaws.30 During electrodeposition through the
solid electrolyte, such interfacial flaws are the first to fill with metal,
schematically shown in Figure 1. As additional metal arrives at the tip
of the flaw where electric field is largest, a competition arises between
propagation of the metal filament into the solid electrolyte and extru-
sion of the metal backwards, to accommodate volume increase. It can
be shown that for any reasonable aspect ratio (length to width) of the
flaw, the stress to open the crack is reached well before that required
for backwards flow of the metal,31 valid even at the very low yield
stress of bulk Li metal. Schmidt and Sakamoto report in-situ acous-
tic experiments related to this mechanism finding that a reduction
in SSE stiffness accompanies Li penetration, consistent with crack
propagation.30 According to this theory, the ability of all-solid-state
batteries to cycle without Li penetration related failures is predicated
on defect-free layers. Correspondingly, the growing number of obser-
vations of metal penetration through high modulus SSEs, observed in
cycling of Li symmetric cells,9,33–35 can likely be explained by pre-
existing interfacial defects. Another consideration is that Li metal at
the nanoscale may exhibit yield stresses that are greater than bulk Li,32

requiring even higher modulus SSEs.

Materials Fabrication

Given that minimizing critical defect densities in SSEs is of the
utmost importance, processing is intimately linked to component reli-
ability and practical feasibility. Defects can be loosely defined as any
non-uniformity at the macroscopic level, including large-scale poros-
ity or cracks, or at the microscopic level, such as pore channels at
multi-grain junctions, grain boundaries, impurity precipitates, or even
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Figure 2. Images of highly dense LLZO material exhibiting varying degrees of translucency depending on the density of defects within the sintered material.
(a) Thin film made by tape casting reproduced from Reference 38 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry; (b) a bulk ceramic piece processed by
pressure assisted sintering reproduced from Reference 39 with permission from the American Chemical Society; and (c) a bulk ceramic LLZO piece exhibiting
partial areas of high density made with hot isostatic sintering methods reproduced from Reference 33 with permission from Elsevier.

local non-stoichiometry. SSE materials, shown in Figure 2, displaying
translucency can be considered simple examples of low macroscopic
defect density,33,36–39 exhibiting low levels of optical scattering de-
fects. However, it is not clear that even such materials are sufficiently
defect-free as to avoid Li metal penetration. SSEs such as LLZO,
LPS, anti-perovskites, and hydrides can be made using various syn-
thetic approaches broadly outlined in Figure 3. One general approach
involves taking solid precursor powders, homogenizing and process-
ing the mixture using various formulation schemes, followed by de-
position methodologies used in conventional battery manufacturing.
A well-established technique for forming thin ceramic bodies, such
as tape casting, is an excellent candidate for developing adequately
thin SSEs.40 Complexities that can arise in such a process include
the selection of compatible binder and solvent systems, the incoming
particle size distribution, and maintaining planarity upon final densi-
fication. Thin, free standing films will also require attention regarding
surface compositional changes, physical shrinkage, warpage, sticking,
and breakage.41

Many of these materials can also be made using vapor deposi-
tion processes, such as pulsed laser deposition (PLD), physical va-
por deposition (PVD), chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and atomic
layer deposition (ALD), although aspects of cost and scalability us-
ing such methods require additional consideration. Anti-perovskites,
for example Li3OCl, and hydrides, such as LiBH4, can melt at tem-
peratures below 300◦C.42,43 This introduces an alternative method of
producing electrolyte films, although the thermal stability of any co-
processed cell components must be taken into consideration. In many
of these systems, significant effort is required to ensure an inert en-
vironment during materials synthesis, cell assembly, and subsequent
usage to prevent undesired oxidation. Maintaining an inert environ-
ment is non-trivial and can lead to significant manufacturing cost
as well as difficulty in mass producing quality material with high
yield.

In order to use a high energy density anode such as Li metal or Si,
the final SSE must be thin enough to reach total resistance and phys-
ical volume comparable to those from a porous separator and liquid

Figure 3. A broadly applicable process flow diagram for creating dense solid state electrolyte materials in the relevant form factors (<100 µm thickness) for
competitive solid state battery devices. Each material family has specific processing details and examples outlined in the text.
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electrolyte. The total SSE resistance is the sum of the resistances of
the bulk material, the SSE-anode interface, and the SSE-cathode inter-
face. For ionic conductivities of ∼5 × 10−3 S cm−1, SSE thicknesses
in the <100 µm range are necessary to minimize bulk resistance
and enable cell energy densities competitive with conventional Li
ion technology.44 Typical separators used with liquid electrolytes are
≤25 µm.45 Since higher capacity cathodes and anodes require higher
current densities to maintain the same C-rate, all else being equal, a
lower bulk SSE resistance is required, which can only be achieved
by SSE thickness reduction if electrolyte chemistry is fixed. This
poses significant challenges for developing scalable manufacturing
processes and may be one of the most serious hurdles facing solid
state battery technology. The following discusses the background and
challenges of processing dense, defect free solid Li ion conductors
using LLZO and LPS as prototypical examples. Bulk processing and
material forming can be used as a learning tool in understanding
these systems and their fundamental limitations; however, a <100
µm thick form factor is ultimately required for technologically rele-
vant devices.44

Processing of oxide-based SSEs.—General process flow for bulk
oxide preparation.—Metal oxide compounds can be synthesized in
a variety of ways.46 All existing processes for SSEs, apart from va-
por phase deposition of LiPON, typically begin with either a physi-
cal mixing method such as solid state reaction or chemical solution
methods such as co-precipitation for the preparation of a starting
powder. The complexities of these approaches are not discussed in
detail here, but important considerations are cost, scalability,47 and
quality of powder produced. Due to the nature of oxide processing
and the non-deformable property of refractory particles, consider-
able attention must be focused on particle size, morphology, and
size distribution. Furthermore, unlike traditional ceramics such as
Al2O3 or ZrO2, LLZO or other Li conducting oxides require care
in selecting processing solvents as they may cause unwanted diffu-
sion of components during wet processing.48,49 Similarly, reaction
with the solvent may produce ionically insulating surface layers,
such as carbonates, on particles in solution, complicating subsequent
sintering.50–52

The successful sintering of metal oxides to high density requires
control of multiple process parameters, and processes must typically
be tuned to the specific compound being sintered.53 Here, factors of
importance based on LLZO are highlighted. Subtle variations in pro-
cess parameters can have a large impact on the final sintered density,
ionic conductivity, and failure resistance. When a conventional sin-
tering approach using organic binder is conducted, it is important to
have a homogenous distribution of the binder, as well as controlled
and complete pyrolysis of the binder during the de-binding step, since
residual contaminants can lead to porosity that cannot be closed during
final stage sintering.54 The substantial vapor pressure of Li at elevated
temperature can lead to an outward flux of Li (as lithium oxide) that
alters the final stoichiometry of the sintered body.55 One solution is to
formulate the starting compositions with an excess of Li in order to
compensate for the evaporative loss and arrive at the desired phase and
stoichiometry after sintering. Typical batching of 20–50% excess have
been reported by teams developing highly dense samples.33,38,56 Like
many other ceramics, the gaseous environment; i.e. oxygen partial
pressure, must also be optimized for a given stoichiometry.53 Control
of the starting particle size and morphology is important for develop-
ing a high final sintered density in ceramic systems, and methodolo-
gies to create tight particle size distributions of nanoparticles such as
flame spray pyrolysis have been shown to be largely successful in this
regard.38

Like previously well-studied high performance ceramic systems
that contain a volatile cation, such as Pb(ZrxTi1-x)O3 (PZT),57 the
stoichiometry of sintered surfaces will likely be deficient in volatile
species, namely Li, for LLZO type materials. Removal of this non-
stoichiometric surface via plasma cleaning, ablation, or polishing of
the sintered bodies may help improve chemical homogeneity and
engineer surface roughness, both of which are critical for high quality

interfacial contact. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy studies show
that a post-sintering process to create a pristine mating surface to
the Li metal, such as polishing and processing of sintered bodies in
a controlled Ar atmosphere, can be significant in reducing Li ion
interfacial resistance due to surface carbonate formation.51

Meeting thickness requirements with oxide SSEs.—Figure 3 illus-
trates potential paths to forming LLZO having thickness <100 µm.
PVD growth techniques such as sputtering58 or PLD59,60 have been
demonstrated at research scale, but pose concerns from a scalability
and cost perspective. For thin film micro-batteries, these approaches
have been useful for deposition of SSEs films having thicknesses of
0.2–1 µm. Techniques such as ALD may also be useable for small
cell designs. Recently, LiPON and LLZO were fabricated using ALD
and custom precursor streams.61,62 Conformity and tolerance to rough
substrate surfaces are some key advantages that ALD can provide in
contrast to PVD methods. Spin-coating of sol-gel precursors is an-
other potential thin film deposition approach.63,64 Laser assisted CVD
of LLZO has also been demonstrated, though relatively low ionic
conductivity of 4 × 10−6 S cm−1 was reported at 25◦C.65

When using fine powders as the starting form of the SSE, tape
casting is a plausible method for forming thin, dense oxide films at
scale, analogous to processes used in the well-established multi-layer
ceramic capacitor industry.38,40,60,66 Like the bulk powder process de-
scribed above, cast films require elevated temperature steps to remove
binder and sinter to full density. As alluded to previously, free stand-
ing films require attention to surface compositional changes, physical
shrinkage, warpage, sticking, and breakage at thin length scales.41 In
contrast to bulk materials that utilize a number of processes includ-
ing mechanical polishing to address Li deficiencies at near-surface
regions, thin bodies of brittle oxides are unlikely to withstand such
post-fabrication processes. Thus, developing a method to maintain
high Li vapor pressure while simultaneously maintaining film flat-
ness during sintering is critical. Lessons from other oxide ceramic
systems point to using sacrificial material to increase local vapor
pressure of the volatile component near the surface of samples and
planar stack structures for flatness.57,67,68 Methods practiced by the
solid oxide fuel cell community such as creating a porous metallic
scaffold which supports a dense thin film to increase electrode sur-
face area and provide structural support may also be explored using a
co-sintering process.69–71 The degree of porosity, ranging from fully
dense to porous, needs to be optimized for performance and cell energy
density71–75

Processing of sulfide-based SSEs.—General process flow for bulk
sulfide preparation.—The sulfide compounds (often referred to as
Thio-LISICON) can be processed in a manner similar to the oxides
(see Figure 3), with some important exceptions. At the most upstream
end of the process, precursor availability and safety are noteworthy
considerations.47 While not discussed in detail here, care must be
taken to develop processes that utilize abundant and safe components
in order to enable widespread adoption.

The atmosphere in which sulfide materials are processed require
special consideration. These compounds are extremely sensitive to
environment, and specifically, the ambient moisture content. Some
sulfide components can react with atmospheric H2O to form H2S,
a highly toxic compound. Li2S and P2S5 are amongst the commonly
used precursors for Thio-LISICON materials that can hydrolyze in the
presence of moisture to form H2S. Some studies have shown the ben-
efit of using alternative precursors such as As2S5 and dopants such as
ZnO to mitigate reactivity,76,77 although the utilization of highly toxic
metals such as arsenic is another concern. Atmospheric exposure also
results in degradation of physical properties such as conductivity.78

As such, controlled atmospheres are typically needed to prepare these
materials and pose a substantial cost concern due to the need for
strictly controlled formulation and packaging environments. From a
product development perspective, adequate downstream engineering
controls are necessary for full battery systems since the severity of a
field failure is compounded if there is release of a gaseous toxin.
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Once sulfide precursors are batched, formation of the desired high-
conductivity phase can typically be obtained via thermal annealing,
melt-quench, or high energy mechanical milling methods.79 These
processes operate broadly across the 25–1000◦C temperature range
and are potentially industrially scalable.80 Certain compositions in
the Li2S–P2S5 space can be made at low temperatures in the range
of 150–300◦C,81–83 while others, such as compositions in the Li2S–
SiS2 space, are formed by quenching (for example, by the twin-roller
method) from temperatures in excess of 900◦C.84–87 One of the unique
and desirable attributes of the sulfide families of SSEs is their ability
to be consolidated under pressure at low temperatures, even room
temperature. Their deformation properties, wholly different from their
oxide counterparts,24,25 facilitate the consolidation of sulfide SSEs
into dense bodies of various geometric form factors and the resulting
increase in bulk density can increase conductivity.88–90 Doped LPS of
congruently melting compositions, such as the argyrodite (Li6PS5X
where X = Cl, Br, I) family, can exhibit superior conductivity and
electrochemical stability in comparison to pure LPS counterparts.91–95

These compositions have mixed glassy and crystalline phase mixtures,
which may present additional challenges to produce consistently at
large scale. Improved understanding of the complex mix of structures
and their phase stability regimes is imperative, but still in its early
stages.96,97

Meeting thickness requirements with sulfide SSEs.—While the sul-
fide materials family boasts high ionic conductivity and simple bulk
processing routes leading to highly dense bodies, processing the ma-
terial in a relevant thin form factor remains a daunting task. PVD
techniques that have been explored include sputtering98 and PLD.99

Thermal evaporation of elemental sources of the component materi-
als, similar to processing of chalcogenide based solar materials such
as CuInGaSe2,100 could also be performed.101 In addition to obtaining
dense films on non-uniform surfaces such as electrodes, engineering
the crystal structure and ratio of crystalline to amorphous phase in
these structurally complex materials requires significant effort. Sol-
vent based techniques such as aerosol deposition or solution casting
are attractive from a manufacturing standpoint, but compositional and
phase control are likely more difficult due to the high propensity for
polysulfide dissolution in the solvent.102,103 Electrophoretic deposition
is a non-traditional battery processing technique that could prove to
be fruitful for forming a thin sulfide SSE.104 At present, reports on
synthesizing and implementing highly dense sulfide SSEs in relevant
form factors using a scalable process remain sparse.

Processing of halide, hydride, and nitride systems.—A path not
typically discussed in the context of oxide and sulfide materials is
direct melt processing. Anti-perovskites, such as Li3OCl and Li3OBr
families, can be melt processed at temperatures below 300◦C.42 Bulk
Li3OCl and doped isomorphs are readily prepared from solid-state
reactions, such as LiCl + 2LiOH → Li3OCl + H2O, at high tem-
peratures and pressures in a closed reactor followed by drying with
typical synthesis conditions of T > 230◦ C, but may require reaction
times of several days,42,105 Li3OCl and its isomorphs possess a low
melting temperature of Tm = 282◦C, making melt-casting processes
accessible. Recent work from Braga et al. highlights the low enthalpy
of migration and ‘wettability’ of Li metal in Li2.99Ba0.005O1+xCl1-2x.106

It is strongly emphasized that processability and scalability must be
considered. Aspects that require additional work include determining
the role of H2O and Li defects in such systems and reproducibly man-
ufacturing anti-perovskite materials.107 Films of Li3OCl have been
successfully fabricated via PLD from a composite target, achieving
room temperature ionic conductivity of 2 × 10−4 S cm−1.108

Hydrides, such as LiBH4 and doped derivatives, can also be melt
processed in similar fashion to anti-perovskites. Un-doped LiBH4 has
a Tm = 277◦C, but decomposes above 300◦C,43 resulting in a tight
processing window. Additionally, these materials are also known to
be excellent H2 storage candidates,109,110 and hydrogen release can
make elevated temperature processing precarious.

Nitrides, such as Li3N and derivatives, have been well studied
in single and poly crystalline form.111–113 The most widely utilized
synthesis route is a process that reacts molten Li with flowing N2

gas at temperatures ranging from 180–800◦C for reaction times of
minutes to days.114–116 While conductivity values of ∼6 × 10−4 S
cm−1 have been reported,112 Li3N has a prohibitively high electronic
conductivity leading to intolerable self-discharge rates,117 as well as
limited voltage stability.118,119 Without modification, it can be utilized
against the anode in conjunction with a blocking layer interfacing with
the cathode.116

Recent work has re-investigated the Li3N system with the addition
of SiS2 using a mechano-chemical synthesis approach similar to that
used for the sulfide families.120 In this work, Iio et al. showed room
temperature Li ion conductivity of ∼10−4 S cm−1. Composites of
xLiBH4-Li3N (x = 1, 2, 4) have also been synthesized in an effort to
increase the stable voltage window of Li3N.121 It was shown that the
material could be stable up to 3 V (vs. Li), though ionic conductivity
was limited to 1 × 10−5 S cm−1.

Ultimately, considering how SSEs will interface with other cell
components is crucial for selecting a method to process materials in
the proper form factor. Therefore, the full cell architecture should
be used as a guide to the development of SSE geometry, processing
techniques, and integration methods. A holistic view of the targeted
battery system must be kept in mind when carrying out fundamental
materials development.

Solid Electrolyte Interfaces

A fundamental requirement of any SSE-electrode interface is that it
be chemically and electrochemically stable at the applicable potential.
Since no SSE is simultaneously stable at both the reductive potentials
of ∼0 V (vs Li) at the negative electrode and at typical positive
electrode potentials of ∼4 V,122 a stable, ionic conducting and self-
limiting solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) must be formed, even by
artificial means.123–125 Beyond these considerations of electrochemical
side reactions, the following discussion aims to provide focus on other
key issues that affect interfacial stability.

Failure modes related to interfaces.—As in traditional liquid elec-
trolyte systems, there are a number of failure modes that can occur due
to phenomena at the solid electrolyte-electrode interface. The severity
of SSE failure modes can range from catastrophic, such as an electri-
cal short, to poor performance, such as low achieved capacity. Figure
4 summarizes some cell level consequences that can occur based on
fundamental material physics, and potential solutions with associated
product risks.

Interfacial delamination.—Volume expansion/contraction occurs
throughout the state of charge for both the anode and the cath-
ode. Conventional intercalation cathodes such as LiCoO2 and
LiNixMnyCo(1-x-y)O2 experience 2–4% volume change across their
functional range of operation,126,127 while lithiated graphite, LiC6, ex-
periences up to 10%.128,129 Si anodes can exhibit expansions of up to
400% depending on the state of lithiation.130,131 In traditional liquid
electrolyte systems, expansion/contraction effects primarily lead to
failure through mechanical deformation of the SEI or electrochemical
fracture of active particles.132 Fracture of particles from large volume
expansion is one example of failure that can occur in Si anodes.130,133

For solid state systems, changes in volume can lead to physical delam-
ination of the electrode-electrolyte interface and fracture of solid state
components. Ultimately, this may limit accessible states of charge or
cell power capability, which necessitates the development of inter-
nal/external methods to maintain contact during operation. However,
the applicability of such methods may be limited since the ability
to lithiate a host necessitates that the host has freedom to expand.
Recently, Bucci et al. employed a finite element model to show how
stress induced voltage shift in Si anode expansion in a stiff matrix can
result in substantial capacity loss.134 In subsequent work,135 it was
shown that the onset of micro-cracking in a SSE with elastic moduli
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Figure 4. A basic fishbone diagram highlighting two of the key high level failure modes (impedance growth or electrical shorting) and the variety of potential
contributing factors. Possible solutions and the consequent product risks to their implementation, including reduced safety, power, energy density, throughput,
or requirement of material innovation are also shown. Understanding the interplay between material level issues and cell level ramifications are highlighted to
reiterate holistic approaches.

and fracture toughness of LPS occurs at about 7.5% by volume ex-
pansion of the electroactive material, a limit that is near that of some
electrodes.

Unlike polymer and liquid electrolyte systems where simply stack-
ing and pressing electrode layers together is sufficient for developing
and testing material systems, care must be taken to ensure quality
Ohmic contact with SSEs. Cycling with heterogeneous contact points
will result in local electric field non-uniformities. In the case of a
metallic electrode, this may manifest itself via local current density
distribution that could lead to a macroscopic avalanche development
of low density microstructure.136 This is detrimental for several rea-
sons discussed below.

Non-uniform current density distribution.—The morphology of Li
metal during cycling is dynamic,137 unlike cycling through a host
based anode such as silicon or carbon. The latter provide far fewer
anode based cycling complexities at the expense of volumetric en-
ergy density at the product level. The formation of low density Li
metal is undesirable as it reduces any volumetric advantage and
introduces local current density non-uniformities at the anode-SSE
interface.136,138,139 Metallic heterogeneities are the root cause for de-
veloping electrical hot spots which may lead to electrical shorting
failure mechanisms,138,139 by potentially propagating pre-existing de-
fects at the anode-SSE interface.135 Coulombic efficiency is also neg-
atively influenced by physical stranding of inaccessible metal caused

by non-uniform plating and a low density microstructure, aptly de-
scribed in the literature as ‘dead Li’.140,141 A distribution of current
density will manifest as a distribution of C-rates, which may create a
spectrum in depth of discharge within the cathode. In the absence of
other dominant failure modes, this would result in capacity fade over
long duty cycles. Motoyama et al. have experimentally shown het-
erogeneous Li metal plating on thin current collectors in contact with
LiPON systems.142–144 Spatially varying nucleation of Li metal at the
electrolyte-current collector interface was observed to lead to bulging
and even puncture of the current collector. Similarly, Yonemoto et
al. recently reported impedance growth during Li symmetric-cell cy-
cling, related to microstructural changes at the Li-LLZO interface,145

reproduced in Figure 5. An approach to correct this microstructural
damage was operating the cell at 100◦C, thereby allowing the Li metal
to retain a dense microstructure at the SSE interface.

Composite cathode matrices.—The compatibility of SSEs in con-
tact with cathode active materials often stem from interactions of
delithiated cathode materials at SSEs, particularly at elevated temper-
atures and voltages.146 Intrinsically, many of the highest conductivity
SSE systems are not thermodynamically stable in the voltage ranges of
interest.8,146,147 In sulfide systems, mutual diffusion of Co, P, and S at
the interface have been predicted and observed using cross-sectional
transmission electron microscopy.148,149 For LLZO systems, LiMnO2

forms readily at elevated temperature with manganese-containing
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Figure 5. A representation of Li metal microstructural change based on Li|LLZO|Li symmetric cycling at 25 or 100◦C. (a) Cycling profile at constant current,
0.1 mA cm−2, of symmetric cells showing impedance gain, i.e. over-potential increase, during cycling at 25◦C compared to the high temperature counterpart. (b)
Corresponding scanning electron images of the Li-LLZO interface, highlighting microstructural change and low volume areas in Li metal for the sample cycled at
low temperature. Images and plot were reproduced from Reference 145 with permission from Elsevier.

cathodes and further decomposes into additional interphases at the
SSE-cathode interface.146,150 Methods to control interdiffusion or re-
action of SSEs and active material during high temperature processes
or various duty cycle conditions are necessary to maintain theoretical
capacity and minimize SSE-cathode interfacial impedance.

Some of the most practical studies to date enabling the integra-
tion of SSEs with cathodes have focused on the impact of protective
active material coatings. Researchers from Samsung have shown that
the addition of diamond-like carbon and Li2ZrO3 coatings are highly
beneficial in improving the cycle life of LiNixCoyAl(1-x-y)O2 cathodes

with LPS electrolytes.151–153 Other reports include Li4Ti5O12 coated
LiNixCoyAl(1-x-y)O2 with LPS,154 ZrO2 coated LiNixMnyCo(1-x-y)O2

with LPS,155 LiCO3 coated LiCoO2 with LPS,156 and Li3PO4 coated
LiNixMn2-xO4 with LPS.157 Many studies also utilize LiNbO3 coated
LiCoO2 in contact with sulfide electrolytes.4,158,159 SiO2 has been
demonstrated to form Li2SiO3 at the LPS-cathode boundary, which
greatly reduces the interfacial resistance.160 Protective coatings are
bound by similar, albeit relaxed material property requirements to
SSEs, including oxidative/reductive stability, high ionic conductiv-
ity, low electronic conductivity, chemical stability with materials in
contact, and pragmatic processing.

The opportunity cost of a Li metal anode.—Gravimetric energy
density or the theoretical volumetric energy density of Li metal are
often key parameters discussed in the literature, but can be misleading
when considering components that incur significant volume changes
during the cell lifetime. From a realistic cell perspective, the dy-
namic morphology change of a Li metal or high Si content anodes
can result in a buildup of cell pressure due to volume expansion.136

Similarly, changes in the metal anode morphology due to cycling
could reduce cell level energy density as well as introduce current
density heterogeneity.141,145 Due to these consequences, adequate at-
tention must be paid to cell physical construction and components that
may be needed in designs attempting to control anode morphology.
Implementing engineered inactive components removes some of the
volumetric or gravimetric advantages initially garnered by using a
metal anode.

Fundamentally, the kinetic limitations of moving metal at solid
interfaces has been previously investigated in some solid electrolyte
systems.161,162 Prior work on solid Li|LiI-Al2O3 interfaces by Jow and
Liang shed light on physical limitations for metallic stripping occur-
ring during discharge.162 These findings indicate that there is a limit to

the maximum current that can be drawn from a solid interface due to a
self-diffusion limitation in the metal; i.e. the rate at which the metal is
being depleted at the SSE interface is greater than the rate at which the
bulk metal can fill vacancies. From a product perspective, this limits
rate capability barring any other failure mode. Metallic alloys can be
used to alleviate this issue by increasing the Li ion diffusion coef-
ficient and mobility. Similar to other alloys,163 this approach would
incur a voltage and volume penalty associated compared to pure Li
metal.

Failure by Li penetration through SSEs have been reported by a
number of researchers;9,34,35,164 some optical examples are reproduced
in Figure 6. Though there have not been direct reports of penetration
in every SSE family, it is likely that all systems are subject to sim-
ilar Li metal related failure mechanisms. The post-mortem ex-situ
detection of metal filaments may be difficult to characterize in some
SSE compositions if they are unstable to reduction by Li causing the
metal to be consumed in the electrolyte before they can be sufficiently
characterized.165 Though negatively affecting Coulombic efficiency,
this mechanism of dendrite ‘healing’ could be viewed as an advan-
tage. In liquid systems, this idea has been recently explored by using
the parasitic reaction between Li polysulfides (Li2Sx where 4 ≤ x ≤

8) and Li metal.166 For future SSE systems, if Coulombic efficiency
could be monitored accurately,167 abnormal discrepancies might serve
as a method to monitor the early stage of dendritic growth and prevent
catastrophic failure at device level.168

Analogous to other electrically insulating materials, SSE systems
are expected to have a fundamental material limit at which electri-
cal failure will occur.169–171 This could be through dielectric break-
down, electric field concentration due to rapid metal depletion at the
interface,162 mechanical flow of metal within existing defects devel-
oping increasing pressure,172,173 or otherwise. Aguesse et al. have
touched on key issues in a study on the origin of dendritic failure in
Ga-doped LLZO;34 highlighting the critical role of defects as a poten-
tial root cause for dendritic behavior and similarities to work in Na+

systems exhibiting similar failure modes.172,173 Porz et al.31 experi-
mentally show a correlation between surface defect population and
Li metal penetration in four SSEs including amorphous 70/30 mol%
Li2S-P2S5, polycrystalline β-Li3PS4, and polycrystalline and single
crystalline Li6La3ZrTaO12. They analytically show that once a sharp
crack has filled with electrodeposited lithium metal, the additional
volume increase upon Li deposition is more easily accommodated by
crack-opening than by extrusion of Li metal to the free surface. It was
concluded that Li metal penetration behavior in SSEs is actually more
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Figure 6. Reports of Li metal transverse dendrite failure mechanism in SSE materials. (a) Ga-doped LLZO studies cycling Li metal in Reference 34 used with
permission from the American Chemical Society; (b) Al-doped LLZO samples after symmetric Li plating studies in Reference 9 reproduced with permission from
Elsevier; and (c) cross sectional view of Li metal microstructure at a LiPON-Li interface from Reference 144 reproduced with permission from the Electrochemical
Society.

Griffith-like than dendrite-like (i.e., originating from the amplification
of interfacial fluctuations), as it depends critically on the surface flaw
population. Theoretically expressing and experimentally determining
the critical current density that is sustainable with high density, repro-
ducible SSE material systems is of the utmost importance. Raj and
Wolfenstein have developed a relationship between critical current
density and dendritic nucleation.174 Their preliminary work identifies
conductivity as an important macroscopic material property to negate
a Li penetration failure mode. Such a theory maintains consistency
with a defect driven root cause failure mechanism, as increased con-
ductivity would effectively reduce the magnitude of electric field at a
particular crack tip, thus retarding propagation through the SSE.

While experimentally reporting negative results, such as failure
statistics, is not prevalent in the literature, it is crucial to understand
the limitations of SSEs and develop mechanistic frameworks that
will shape future endeavors in this space. In LLZO, there has been
some work showing that samples could only sustain up to 0.5 mA
cm−2 before dendritic failure under room temperature symmetric Li
cycling.9,35,164,175 Engineering low defect density interfaces with very
small Li|SSE resistance would greatly increase the ultimate current
density sustainable.

Lateral dendritic growth is a higher order concern that should not
be overlooked. In addition to adverse effects on Coulombic efficiency,
without confinement lateral movement of metal could result in a short-
ing failure mode over the edge of the SSE. Product level mitigation
strategies will likely involve the addition of extra materials or mod-
ification of existing components that could impact primary function,
thereby lowering energy and/or power density in order to decrease the
probability of a catastrophic failure. Such tradeoffs should be weighed
accordingly when considering approaches to develop a robust product.

Development of Full Cells

Ultimately, advances in SSEs must be employed in full cell struc-
tures to exemplify their utility and substantiate the touted benefits.
Integrating such structures requires understanding of material lim-
itations, processing capabilities and importantly, cell form factor.

Table I is presented as a summary of experimental efforts published
in this context.

Cell architecture.—Integration of SSEs into full cell architectures
can be done in several ways. Figure 7 outlines the main potential cell
design architectures for all SSE families. The high conductivity of
sulfide systems and macroscopic deformability make true solid state
cells at high energy densities possible using cathodes with sulfide
conducting material in the composite matrix.21,79,89 Such cathodes
can be integrated with the SSE in a number of ways including me-
chanical bonding. A number of research efforts have reported this
type of architecture;151–157,159,176–179 most notably, the development of
Li9.54Si1.74P1.33S11.7Cl0.3 for high temperature (100◦C) and high rate
(18C) cell demonstrations.4 In all reports, the active cathode mate-
rial electrode loading, typically ∼30–70 wt%, is strikingly less than
traditional battery systems >90%.180

Interfacial contact.—Physically making adequate contact at both
the anode-SSE interface as well as the cathode-SSE interface is non-
trivial. The macroscopically deformable nature of sulfide systems
provides a means of improving interfacial contact.21,79,89 Pressure and
temperature can be used to create low impedance interfaces with elec-
trode materials. Conversely, the brittle nature of oxide systems negates
the ability to use mechanical bonding to make Ohmic contact with low
interfacial impedance without surface modification. Similar to LiPON
based systems, thin film deposition of both anode and cathode com-
ponents are possibilities though cost and scalability are of concern.
Alternatively, surface modification of LLZO, such as ALD deposited
ZnO or Ge, has been shown to be largely beneficial in enabling low in-
terfacial resistance with high temperature bonded Li.75,181,182 At room
temperature, nearly negligible interfacial impedances and 1 � cm2

have been shown for LPS|Li and LLZO|Li using best practices.5,183

Oxide systems have been shown in true solid state architecture
by either growing a thin cathode atop LLZO,184,185 or using a low
melting point conducting agent such as Li3BO3 in the cathode.186

A bulk co-sintering approach to create a bonded cathode-SSE in-
terface introduces significant material compatibility issues during
high temperature processing. It has been shown that a number of
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Table I. A summary table of the efforts to develop a solid state battery cell in the literature.

SSE SSE SSE Cathode Active Mass Cell Test Achieved Cycling

family material thick (µm) Form (Coating) Fraction (%) Anode area (cm2) T (◦C) Capacity Capability Ref.

sulfide 80Li2S-20P2S5 200 solid state +NCA (Li2ZrO3) 60 graphite 46.6 25 110 mAh @ C/10, (120 mAh/g @

0.05 mA/cm2)

92% 100 cycles 152

sulfide 75Li2S-25P2S5 - solid state +LCO (LiNbO3) 70 graphite

composite

- 60 1.55 mAh (105 mAh/g) @ C/10 65% 100 cycles 178

sulfide Li9.54Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3 240 solid state +LCO (LiNbO3) 60 LSPSCl -

LTO

1 100 0.67 mAh (115 mAh/g) @ 18C 75% 500 cycles 4

sulfide 80Li2S-20P2S5 - solid state +LMO (Li3PO4) 30 In 0.785 25 0.19 mAh (62 mAh/g) @ 0.064

mA/cm2
10 cycles 157

sulfide a-Li3PS4
∗ - solid state +NMC (ZrO2) 59 Li4.4Si 0.785 25 0.59 mAh (120 mAh/g) @ C/10 96% 50 cycles 155

sulfide 70Li2S-30P2S5 - solid state +NCA (Li4Ti5O12) 70 In 0.785 25 1.58 mAh (150 mAh/g @ 0.5

mA/cm2)

- 154

sulfide Li3PO4-Li2S-SiS2 1000 solid state TiS2 50 Li 0.785 25 0.5 mAh @ 0.063 mA/cm2 50 cycles 87

oxide Al2O3-Li7La3Zr2O12 1000 solid state LCO 100 Li 1.33 25 - - 184

oxide Nb-Li7La3Zr2O12 1000 solid state LCO 75 Li 1.13 25 0.167 (85 mAh/g) @ C/20 >99% 5 cycles 186

oxide Nb-Li7La3Zr2O12 2000 solid state LCO 100 Li 1.33 25 0.044 mAh (130 mAh/g) @C/10 98% 100 cycles 185

oxide Li6.25Al0.25La3Zr2O12 340 solid state LTO 40 Li 1 95 0.064 (16 mAh/g) @ 0.008 mA/cm2
>20 cycles 210

anti-perovskite Li3OCl - solid state LCO 100 graphite - 25 120 mAh/g @ 10 mA/g 55% 20 cycles 108

hydride LiBH4-LiI 1000 solid state TiS2 100 Li 1.23 120 226 mAh/g @ C/4 93% 50 cycles 211

hydride LiBH4-LiI 1200 solid state LTO 80 Li 0.785 60 0.056 mAh (142 mAh/g @ 0.01

mA/cm2)

80% 10 cycles 212

hydride LiBH4 1000 solid state +LCO (Li3PO4) 100 Li 0.785 120 89 mAh/g @ 0.05 mA/cm2 97% 30 cycles 213

nitride Li3N|PEO 1000 hybrid TiS2 50 Li 0.1 140 0.24 mAh @ C/1.2 50% 400 cycles 116

oxide Li6.75La3Zr1.75Ta0.25O12 1000 hybrid LFP 75 Li - 60 0.23 mAh (150 mAh/g) @ C/20 93% 100 cycles 194

oxide Al-Li7La3Zr2O12 - hybrid LFP Li - 25 169 mAh/g @ 0.046C 5 cycles 36

oxide LiF-Li6.5La3Zr1.5Ta0.5O12 1200 hybrid LFP 60 Li 0.385 65 0.27 mAh (142 mAh/g) @ 0.08

mA/cm2
85% 100 cycles 192

oxide Li7La2.75Ca0.25Zr1.75Nb0.25O12 200 hybrid LFMO 80 Li 0.49 25 103 mAh/g @ C/10 >99% 50 cycles 5

oxide Li7La2.75Ca0.25Zr1.75Nb0.25O12 300 hybrid LFP 70 Li 0.785 20 0.084 mAh (132 mAh/g @ 0.1

mA/cm2)

>91% 100 cycles 75

composite Li7La3Zr2O12-PVdF 32 hybrid LCO 85 graphite

composite

10.6 (10 stacks) 25 670 mAh (148 mAh/g) @ C/2 91% 300 cycles 214

composite Li10GeP2S12-PEO 200-400 hybrid LFP - Li 0.785 60 125 mAh/g @ 1C 90% 50 cycles 215

composite Li7La3Zr2O12-SPEEK 3-5 hybrid LFP 24 Li - 25 160 mAh/g @ C/20 89% 100 cycles 216

composite Li6.75La3Zr1.75Ta0.25O12-PEO 70 hybrid LFP 75 Li 0.746 60 5.8 mAh (156 mAh/g) @ 0.1

mA/cm2
>99% 10 cycles 217

composite Li1.5Al0.5Ge1.5(PO4)3-PEO - hybrid LFP 25 Li 0.69 100 3.5 mAh (140 mAh/g) @ 0.040

mA/cm2 (C/87.5)

>90% 20 cycles 188

∗Amorphous.
+Protective coating on active cathode particle utilized.
PEO: poly(ethylene oxide); PVdF: poly(vinylidene difluoride); SPEEK: sulfonated poly(ether ether ketone); NCA: LiNixCoyAl(1-x-y)O2; LFP: LiFePO4; LCO: LiCoO2; NMC: LiNixMnyCo(1-x-y)O2; LTO:
Li4Ti5O12; LMO: LiNixMn2-xO4; LFMO: Li2FeMn3O8; Note that 100% active mass fraction indicates a thin film electrode.
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Figure 7. An illustration of main cell architectures utilized in solid state battery research to date. (a) All solid state configuration utilizing a solid state cathode
interfaced with a solid electrolyte and high energy density solid anode; (b) a hybrid approach using a liquid or polymer based cathode interfaced with a solid
electrolyte and high energy density anode; and (c) anode free design wherein the cell is constructed with only a cathode and separator while the metal anode is
formed upon first charge. Cell performance, attributes, and pitfalls of both designs are discussed within the text and listed in Table I.

decomposition materials such as La2Zr2O7, La2O3, La3TaO7, TiO2,
and LaMnO3 form and are detrimental to interfacial impedance af-
ter fabrication.146,150 Lower temperature densification and processing
steps could be a valuable method to mitigate these effects.187

Broadly speaking, with the exception of thin film cathodes all re-
ports of full cell architectures utilize lower active material electrode
loading than state-of-the-art liquid cells. While the conductivity of
SSE materials may be adequate for dense bodies utilized as elec-
trolytes, it presents a limitation with respect to rate capability in com-
posite solid state cathodes using such materials to draw Li ions in and
out of the active material. Typical active material loadings in excess
of 90 wt% are desired in cathode formulations.180 The remainder is
utilized for a combination of binding, electrical conduction, and ionic
conduction. Polymeric binders, carbon, and liquid electrolytes hav-
ing high conductivity and mobility are used in conventional cathodes.
Liquid infiltration and wetting within the composite matrix enables
rate capability to be limited by active material kinetics. In solid state
systems, achieving a percolating network with high enough conduc-
tivity that persists in the presence of active material and high potential
at relevant temperatures may ultimately limit full cell rate capabili-
ties – a subtlety that is evident by numerous reports utilizing testing
temperatures >25◦C and active loadings of <85 wt%. Operation at
lower rates may enable full capacity extraction in solid electrodes,188

but practical applications require high rate capability. Enabling prac-
tical rate capabilities in thick, energy dense electrodes requires not
only high conductivity materials, but also sufficiently large contact
area amongst the particles or grains of ion conductors as well as be-
tween the ion conductors and the active materials in order to provide a

percolating network for ion transport. In practice, this likely requires
minimizing porosity within the electrode, which is a significant chal-
lenge when using a solid conductive matrix, though some porosity
could be beneficial in allowing for volume expansion of the active
material. A potential processing solution and benefit of residual con-
nected porosity would be to infiltrate porous cathode structures with a
slurry containing SSE material.189 However, even higher conductivity
than what has already been demonstrated in literature to date is de-
sirable to enable high rate, high active loading solid state cathodes to
account for reduced loading of solid ion conductor in the composite.

In some SSE systems, a hybrid architecture naturally emerges as
a potential solution to rate capability and high temperature process-
ing compatibility issues.36,190,191 As schematically shown in Figure 7,
some SSEs offer this prospective avenue for integration. While me-
chanical interfacing with cathode components is not an easily achiev-
able feat for oxides due to their brittle nature, utilizing another ionic
conductor in liquid or polymer phase, such as a gel,191 makes a hybrid
system possible. It is noted that although this is not a true solid state
system and an ionically conductive salt is necessary, there may still
be advantages to such a cell from a safety perspective by reducing
the volume of flammable liquid electrolyte in comparison to a typical
liquid system. Such an approach can also be utilized with a poly-
mer or gel interfacing agent for the anode-SSE interface ensuring low
interfacial resistance without the use of PVD methods or surface mod-
ification to make contact.192,193 Unsurprisingly, this design approach
introduces alternative cell level engineering challenges such as liq-
uid confinement under cell pressure or liquid vapor pressure within a
sealed apparatus. While these aspects will not be discussed in detail,
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they warrant reflection when juxtaposing advantages of this type of
architecture with traditional systems. Examples of the hybrid cathode
integration approach have been shown with a poly(vinylidenene fluo-
ride) cathode mixtures, leveraging the use of Li(CF3SO2)2N or LiPF6

salt to gain a conductive matrix within the cathode and bonding layer
between the cathode and LLZO.192,194

The most practically useful and energy dense cell design for a
solid state system using a metal anode is an anode free architecture,
similar in scheme to conventional graphite anode based cells. Unfor-
tunately, this design has only been demonstrated in thin film form.195

In this architecture, the cathode active material is fully discharged
and lithiated. Upon the first charge, the anode is plated and subse-
quently cycled. Such a design requires intimate contact between the
anode current collector and SSE prior to the first Li plating cycle
and all subsequent cycles. As previously discussed, methods of mak-
ing and maintaining contact may not be trivial. Leveraging methods
from other fields to make electrical contact may provide insight to
solving this challenge, such as metals deposited by PVD in the semi-
conductor industry or co-sintering of metals and ion conductors from
the solid oxide fuel cell community.71–74, 196 In addition to processing
complexities introduced, factors such as propensity for alloy forma-
tion, plating morphology, contact continuity, and Li penetration into
current collector metals require study. Reports have shown that Li nu-
cleates in a highly non-uniform manner on various current collectors
and can either puncture through a thin Cu metal layer or show finite
solubility.142,143,197 Coulombic efficiency without the use of excess Li
must be maintained in excess of 99.99% for such a design to achieve
acceptable cycle life.

Cycling behavior.—Cycle life ranging from 5–1000 has been
demonstrated in various systems tested under numerous conditions.
Table I summarizes the architecture, components, and cycling be-
havior of most reported results to date. LLZO full cells using the
gel hybrid cell architecture approach have shown 100 cycles at C/20
with 93% capacity retention.194 Small scale solid state LLZO full
cells with LiCoO2 (LCO) cathodes grown by PLD have demonstrated
98% capacity retention after 100 cycles at C/10.185 Solid state LLZO
cells employing the low melting point Li3BO3 oxide conductor within
LCO cathode matrix show 85% capacity retention after 100 cycles at
C/20.186 While mechanisms for capacity degradation and low Coulom-
bic efficiency have not been extensively studied, blocking interfacial
SEI layers likely contribute to reduction of capacity and mechanisms
for metal stranding account for a portion of Coulombic inefficiencies.
Rate capability in oxide solid state cells need to be pushed into prod-
uct relevant regimes >C/5 depending on application and Coulombic
efficiencies must be significantly improved.

Sulfide full cell systems have been reported in a number of stud-
ies, with many cycling efforts at elevated temperature utilizing the
Arrhenius dependence of conductivity for the solid state components.
Using a LiNbO3 protective cathode active particle coating and a mod-
ified sulfide SSE composition, researchers have been able to show
steady cycling of solid state cells for 1000 cycles with about 75%
capacity retention during testing at 100◦C and fast discharge rates of
18C.4 These results are encouraging and show promise for persistent
development. This report utilized a 240 µm thick sulfide SSE. As
discussed previously, substantial form factor reduction is necessary
for competitive cell level energy densities.

Practically, care should be taken to be diligent about excess Li
used in reports of Li metal cells. Akin to research in the early 1990s
where excess Li metal was used to artificially maintain Coulombic
efficiency as it was consumed,198 little or no metal excess should
be used as it will reduce cell energy density. Application specific
testing would be useful to determine the path toward developing the
most robust material systems. For example, slow, daily discharge
cycles with an accompanying overnight charge cycle could be of
value for mobile markets, whereas higher power applications relevant
to automotive end use may separate candidate systems for potential
future development.199

Cell energy density.—A claim of solid state batteries is the entitle-
ment to ultimately achieve higher energy density compared to liquid
counterparts. This originates from belief that solid state electrolytes
can enable higher voltage cathodes or possibly energy dense lithium
metal anodes. As previously discussed, the density of Li metal within
full cells may be transient and can be reduced over many cycles.141,145

A simple calculation of energy density from one of the few cells
reporting all necessary parameters of those listed in Table I, assum-
ing a nominal voltage of 3.8 V and no cell packaging, leads to a
cell-level energy density of approximately 160 Wh L−1 for an all
solid state sulfide architecture.152 The work of Eroglu et al. highlights
cell-level energy densities of approximately 250 and 700 Wh L−1 for
consumer and transportation applications, respectively.180 As Andre
et al. point out, such high energy density at the cell level is necessary
due to pack and system level penalties that will inevitably be incurred
downstream.200 Unfortunately, true cell energy densities are rarely
reported in the literature and seldom are critical parameters such as
electrode thicknesses discussed or presented in a manner that can be
easily compared across varying studies.

Risks of Early Transition from R&D to Commercialization

Rapid progress in the development of SSEs and optimistic liter-
ature reviews give promise for devices that can push the frontier of
Li ion batteries. However, the pursuit of higher energy density must
be equally matched in focus on safety. All energy storage devices,
including batteries, possess inherent risk as energy is being confined
in a closed system that can be physically or electrically damaged.
High profile examples of sparse abnormalities in battery components
include the catastrophic fires that grounded Boeing’s Dreamliner and
decimated Samsung’s Galaxy Note 7. These companies suffered sub-
stantial market capitalization losses after fielding battery related in-
cidents reiterating the need for rigorous and thorough testing under
realistic conditions before attempting to engage customers. Various
automotive companies including Fisker,201 Tesla,202 and Balloré,203

have had isolated examples of fire incidents. Similarly, consumer
products such as laptops made by Dell204 or HP205 have been recalled
due to hazards related to Li ion battery components. More recently,
battery failures in hoverboards and e-cigarettes have also garnered
substantial negative attention.206,207 Efforts attempting to quickly tran-
sition Li metal anode using liquid and polymeric electrolyte have also
been victim to unforeseen incidents. Moli energy batteries caused a
fire in a mobile phone made by NTT due to Li metal dendriting, while
Avestor’s product employed a polymer electrolyte against Li metal
that was responsible for explosions in AT&T’s U-verse TV service.

Risk mitigation strategies such as smart battery management sys-
tems and software are powerful tools to contain electrochemical sys-
tems in a controlled manner. In emergency circumstances, engineering
controls such as vents, shutdown separators, or diodes can offer an
additional layer of protection.47,208 In the case of Boeing, heavy steel
cladding around the battery pack, which likely negated a substantial
fraction of the energy benefit of Li-ion, was the accepted solution for
its 787 Dreamliner.209 Solid state systems offer a potential advantage
in this regard. The safety characteristics in SSE systems (particu-
larly reduced flammability compared to liquid systems) is a touted
advantage and preliminary investigations using a custom micro cell
for differential scanning calorimetry up to 400◦C by Inoue and Mukai
show that, in conditions where flammability is possible, the degree
of safety in a solid state system may be advantageous compared to
traditional systems since less total heat is generated.6 However, it is
important to continue to establish more rigorous analysis of solid state
systems and to bring light to alternative failure modes that may not
be present in conventional liquid electrolytes. Even the propensity of
certain sulfide materials to produce toxic H2S in the event of exposure
to atmosphere could be a major roadblock toward commercializa-
tion. The energy density gains enabled by using potentially hazardous
anode systems warrants deep contemplation. Akin to the complex
development path of current battery technology,198 solid state batter-
ies will require development efforts of new, alternative and necessary
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engineering controls to maintain safe operation in forthcoming appli-
cations. This section is meant to serve as a reminder that adequate
research, testing, and validation must be executed before attempting
to transition new technology into existing or novel product lines.

Enabling a sufficiently thin separator that maintains material prop-
erties with low defect density and relevant area, ∼10–100 cm2, by
utilizing a high throughput and low cost manufacturing scheme is
a critical path gate that must be addressed for commercialization
of a true solid state battery. Although SSEs may theoretically pos-
sess higher entitlement against metal dendriting than liquid counter-
parts, achieving reasonable manufacturing yield may be an enormous
challenge. Sun et al. have outlined some of the preliminary solid
state entrepreneurial and academic efforts in a recent review.10 While
there are a number of emerging technology companies attempting to
make leaps from results akin to those in Table I to a viable product,
pragmatic realization is potentially years to decades away.

Summary and Outlook

There has been incredible progress in the field of solid state elec-
trolytes for Li ion batteries. The discussion in this work strongly
emphasizes that, in the context of solid state battery technology, a
holistic approach to material development, taking cell and product
design considerations into account is powerful and necessary in cre-
ating resilient and far reaching solid state material technologies in the
Li ion space. Highly conductive solid ionic materials have paved the
way for the potentially ground breaking technology of high energy
density anodes and a true solid state battery. Important interplay be-
tween processing, cell development, and materials physics have been
discussed. Specific research vectors for advancing solid state battery
technology include scalable manufacturing of low defect density thin
ionic conducting solids, characterization methods to determine de-
fect densities at relevant scales, increasing ionic conductivity of solid
state electrolytes further, protective active cathode particle coatings,
developing high ionic conductivity materials that are deformable or
have low melting temperature, and increasing active cathode particle
fraction in solid state electrodes.
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